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Lyonshall Castle. Basement floor remains of the round tower keep, circa 1220-27, 37ft (2.6m)
outer diameter, with walls 9ft (2.8m) thick. There are three gaps representing basement window
loops. The outer wall has a sloping plinth with chamfered string-course above it.
Lyonshall Castle
Lyonshall Castle, ruins and earthworks, immediately north-east of the churchyard (St. Michael &
All Angels c. 1250), consists of an inner and
nearly circular ringwork enclosure comprising
the keep and bailey, a rectangular outer enclosure comprising the inner enclosure and land to
the north and east. and a further small enclosure
on the north side. Though not actually mentioned
in Domesday the castle was probably established
not long after the Conquest. It appears to have
belonged in succession to the families of Lacy,
Devereux and Vere, and again to that of Devereux. In 1404 Walter, 5th Lord Fitzwalter, had
orders to fortify it against the Welsh.
The inner enclosure of about ¾ acre is surrounded by a broad wet moat and approached by a
modern (wooden) bridge on the south-east side,
which may represent the original entrance point.
The enclosure was further defended by a curtain
wall which is carried in semi-polygonal form
close to and round the keep on the north side.
This portion of curtain is still standing in places
to a height of 8 ft (2.45m)., and at its west end are

remains of a blocked postern doorway; two
small projections towards the north-east probably supported a projecting garderobe. There are
fragmentary remains of the curtain on the east
side of the enclosure rising in places to a height
of 19 ft (5.8m). On the west side the curtain is
represented only by interrupted mounds, and
even these are absent on the south side.
The Keep
The cylindrical keep 41 ft. (12.6m), external
diameter; cf Longtown, (43ft 13.3m above the
substantial plinth) stands on a low platform
with remains of a retaining wall on the southwest The keep-walls stand only to a height of
about 5 ft (1.5m). and have a splayed stringcourse and a battered plinth; there are remains
of three windows towards the north and a broad
gap towards the south, possibly representing the
entrance. There is little architectural evidence to
date the masonry of either the keep or curtain,
but both probably belong to the early 13th century (RCHME). The received wisdom is that it
is thought that the keep was erected by Stephen
Devereux (1191-1228) in imitation of Walter
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'Lyonshall', in An Inventory of the Historical Monuments in Herefordshire, Volume 3, North West
(London, 1934), pp. 140-144 http://www.british-history.ac.uk/rchme/heref/vol3/pp140-144
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Lyonshall Castle. The heavily overgrown cylindrical tower keep in the Inner Bailey. View from the
south east. To the north of the tower there are remains of the semi-polygonal curtain wall which, in
places, stands to 8 ft (2.45m)(north of the keep), and to the east fragments that rise to 19ft (5.8m).

de Lacy’s new keep at Longtown in the 1220s,
(but see below). Traces of a building exist on the
south-west side of the enclosure, no doubt built
against the curtain on that side. There is a well
towards the east side of the enclosure.
Pamela Marshall commented: ‘The inner enclosure which differs significantly in shape from the
outer earthworks, probably represents the extent
of their original ringwork castle, almost certainly
built by that Walter who first held the manor from
Roger de Lacy in 1086 - perhaps the same ‘Walter
of Lyonshall’ (or his son?) who made a gift to
Brecon Priory in the opening years of the 12th
century. The structures added later at the north end
would certainly have lent considerable architectural status to the ringwork. A sink outlet on the
exterior of the faceted wall certainly suggests
some domestic activity. This, along with the polygonal form of the wall, (whose foundations are
exposed in places) perhaps indicate that what later
became a chemise to the round donjon had started
life as a shell tower, the circular donjon belonging
to a later phase. The chamfered plinth in the latter

sits well with a 12th century date. According to
Bruce Copplestone Crowe’s notes, Walter Devereux (d. 1166) owed 3 knight’s fees for Lyonshall, each enfeoffed before 1135. This would
represent a great enough holding to warrant the
shell-keep, while Bruce’s suggestion that Walter’s son, John, (d. 1187) might have built the
round donjon provides a good fit with the chamfered plinth in terms of date.
A stone curtain on the east side of the enclosure
gives the appearance of having been a later addition to the shell-tower-turned-chemise and its
donjon, which were most likely the first, and for
a time the only, stone structures on the site.
While this cluster of remains at Lyonshall may
be fragmentary, the quality of workmanship was
good, especially on the circular donjon, indicating that the family was doing pretty well. The
standing remains on the motte at Longtown certainly post-date those at Lyonshall, so, despite
the social relationship between the Lacys and
Devereux, any architectural influence was more
likely the other way round’.
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ABOVE: The section of curtain wall around the north part of the circular keep, part of which is on
the right. The interior side of the half-revealed blocked postern gate visible.
BELOW: the exterior of the same blocked postern through the curtain wall..
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Exterior of the curtain on the north side of the Inner Bailey
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ABOVE: the circular keep’s splayed and chamfered string-course and battered plinth. BELOW.
Left: Drain or sink outlet through the north curtain wall adjacent to the donjon. Right:The modern
timber bridge entrance to the Inner Bailey in the south-east, looking towards the Outer Bailey.
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Lyonshall Castle. C . J. Robinson, 1869. View from the east. Entrance to the Inner Bailey.
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